AMAZING POP UP

POP UP
& More

Pop Up is a group of the most inspiring
promotional materials, used in all kinds
of marketing and promotional campaigns.
It gives lot of fun and memorable surprise
effect. The most effective advertising
is one that we like or amuses us.
Pop Up keep your audience interested
much longer than other marketing tools,
so your marketing message sinks in and
leaves a positive long term impression.

UFO
May

21

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Automatically pops out and unfolds into an intriguing spatial form
when the at envelope is opened. The version with holes
has the additional functionality of a container for pencils, pens, etc.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
UFO
format 12 x the side wall in the form of trapezoid 75x56x42x56 mm,
2 x base in hexagon form; paper 700 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
in addition gloss foil 1/0; other at packing.
ENVELOPE
closed format 196x197x7 mm; paper 300 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 120,
gross weight (kg) 10,65; quantity on palette (pcs) 2400

MONEY BOX UFO
NEW

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Money box which automatically pops out and unfolds into an intriguing spatial form
when the at envelope is opened. Great for nance sector and all events connected
to saving idea.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
UFO
format 12 x the side wall in the form of trapezoid 75x56x42x56 mm,
2 x base in hexagon form; paper 700 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
in addition gloss foil 1/0; other at packing.
ENVELOPE
closed format 196x197x7 mm; paper 300 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 120,
gross weight (kg) 10,65; quantity on palette (pcs) 2400

May

21



PYRAMID

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Automatically unfolds into a pyramid when the at envelope is opened.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PYRAMID
format 4 x side walls in triangle format 150x150x150 mm,
square-shaped base 150x150 mm; paper 350 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
in addition gloss foil 1/0.
ENVELOPE
closed format 200x186x6 mm; paper 250 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 120,
gross weight (kg) 10,7; quantity on palette (pcs) 2400

* Envelope: side 'wings' should be white;
in case of print it is necessary to laminate

May

PYRAMID WITH CALENDAR

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Automatically unfolds into a pyramid when the at envelope is opened.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PYRAMID
format 4 x side walls in triangle format 150x150x150 mm,
square-shaped base 150x150 mm; paper 350 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
in addition gloss foil 1/0; other wire-able calendar or notebook to one or two sides,
at packing.
CALENDAR 12pp
closed format trapeze 121x82x35x82 mm; paper 80 gsm offset;
colors 4/0 CMYK; other wire spiral.
ENVELOPE
closed format 200x186x6 mm; paper 250 gsm GC2; colors 4/0.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 120,
gross weight (kg) 10,7; quantity on palette (pcs) 2400

* Envelope: side 'wings' should be white;
in case of print it is necessary to laminate
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MINI JUMPER 65 WITH DUST COVER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Automatically unfolds into a cube with 4 printable sides
when pulled out of the at sleeve.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MINI JUMPER 65 mm
open format 65x65x65 mm; paper 250 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
other at packing.
COVER
closed format 136x69x4 mm; paper 250 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 950,
gross weight (kg) 27; quantity on palette (pcs) 19000

MINI JUMPER 80 WITH DUST COVER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Automatically unfolds into a cube with 4 printable sides
when pulled out of the at sleeve.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MINI JUMPER 80 mm
open format 80x80x80 mm; paper 350 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
other at packing.
DUST COVER
closed format 166x84x5 mm; paper 250 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 400
gross weight (kg) 13,5; quantity on palette (pcs) 8000

MINI JUMPER 100 WITH DUST COVER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Automatically unfolds into a cube with 4 printable sides
when pulled out of the at sleeve.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MINI JUMPER 100 mm
open format 100x100x100 mm; paper 350 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
other at packing.
COVER
closed format 208x104x5 mm; paper 250 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 340,
gross weight (kg) 15; quantity on palette (pcs) 6800

MINI JUMPER 100 WITH ENVELOPE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Pops out and automatically unfolds into a cube with 4 printable sides
when the at envelope is opened.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MINI JUMPER 100 mm
open format 100x100x100 mm; paper 350 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
other at packing.
ENVELOPE
closed format 230x130x4 mm; paper 250 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 315
gross weight (kg) 15,5; quantity on palette (pcs) 6300

PEN HOLDER WITH CALENDAR
May

21

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
This combines the utility of a desk calendar and a pencil holder.
It can be folded for transport and is easy to unfold – folded bottom.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PEN HOLDER
open format 152x127 mm, base 70 mm; at format 230x145 mm;
paper 300 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK; other at packing.
CALENDAR
format 70x120 mm; paper 80 gsm (offset); colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 360
gross weight (kg) 9; quantity on palette (pcs) 7200

PHONE HOLDER
May

21

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
This combines the utility of a desk calendar and a phone holder.
It can be folded for transport and is easy to unfold – folded bottom.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PHONE HOLDER
open format 195 x 135 mm, base 85 mm; paper 350 gsm;
colors 4/0 CMYK; other at packing.
CALENDAR
format 70 x 120 mm; paper 80 gsm (offset);
colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 230 x 310 x 310 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 300
gross weight (kg) 9; quantity on palette (pcs) 16200

PENCIL BOX 6 SIDES
May

21

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A container for ofce accessories. It can be folded for transport
and automatically unfolded with a single movement.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PENCIL BOX 6 SIDES
open format 6 sides 49x125 mm, hexagon base;
at format 145x200 mm; paper 350 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
in addition gloss foil 1/0; other at packing.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 360
gross weight (kg) 5; quantity on palette (pcs) 7200

MONEY BOX 6 SIDES
NEW

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
It can be folded for transport and automatically unfolded
with a single movement.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MONEY BOX 6 SIDES
open format 6 sides 49x125 mm, hexagon base;
at format 145x200 mm;
paper 350 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
in addition gloss foil 1/0; other at packing.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 360,
gross weight (kg) 5; quantity on palette (pcs) 7200

May

21



CHRISTMAS PENCIL BOX 6 SIDES
NEW

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Each time when you think or look for a perfect Christmas small gift which is useful,
easy and cheap in production and mailing, your eyes will catch this product.
Choose modern or traditional shape of Christmas tree, prepare your own
layout of graphic and your donatory will keep it in the heart and on the desk.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CHRISTMAS PENCIL BOX 6 SIDES
open format 6 sides 49x125 mm, hexagon base + tree format 115 or 130x150 mm;
at format 145x200 mm;
paper 350 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
in addition gloss foil 1/0; other at packing.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 300
gross weight (kg) 8; quantity on palette (pcs) 6000

DESKTOP ORGANIZER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A container for ofce accessories with 4 compartments that can be folded
for transport. Easy to unfold – folded bottom.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
DESKTOP ORGANIZER
open format 100x100x120mm; at format 190x120 mm;
paper 350 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK; in addition gloss foil 1/0;
other at packing.
CROSS INSERT
open format 140x140x120 mm; at format 140x115 mm;
paper GC2 350 gsm (Alaska); colors 0/0.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 300,
gross weight (kg) 5; quantity on palette (pcs) 6000

PENCIL BOX 8 SIDES

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A container for ofce accessories. It can be folded for transport
and automatically unfolded with a single movement. An additional pocket,
calendar or notebook may be optionally attached.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PENCIL BOX 8 SIDES
open format 110x65x125 mm; at format 150x170 mm;
paper 350 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
in addition gloss foil 1/0;
other the possibility of sticking calendar, notebook,
pocket, at packing.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 360,
gross weight (kg) 8; quantity on palette (pcs) 7200

DL LEAFLET DISPENSER
May

21

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Although it does not take up much space, the topper clearly displays
all relevant information. It can be folded for transport and automatically
unfolded with a single movement. An additional pocket, calendar or notebook
may be optionally attached.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
LEAFLET DISPENSER DL
open format 125x335x72 mm; at format 166x360 mm;
paper 350 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
in addition gloss foil 1/0;
other partially laminating, the possibility of sticking calendar,
notebook, pocket, toper individually shaped, at packed

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 80
gross weight (kg) 7; quantity on palette (pcs) 1600



ORIGAMI

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A small, at form that can be unfolded into a 3D leaet with a single movement.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
ORIGAMI
open format 210x148 mm; paper 130 gsm matt;
colors 4/0 CMYK; other at packing.
COVER
open format 214x70 mm; closed format 107x70 mm ;
paper 350 gsm matt; colors 4/0 CMYK;

PACKING
box 310 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 1000,
gross weight (kg) 10; quantity on palette (pcs) 54000

ORIGAMI WITH COVER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A small at form that can be unfolded into a 3D leaet with a single movement.
An additional ap increases the amount of advertising space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
ORIGAMI
open format 210x148 mm; paper 130 gsm matt;
colors 4/0 CMYK; other at packing.
COVER
open format 322x70 mm; closed format 107x70 mm ;
paper 350 gsm matt; colors 4/0 CMYK;

PACKING
box 310 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 800,
gross weight (kg) 11; quantity on palette (pcs) 43200

HANGER WITH FOLDED FLYER


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A small at form with a large amount of advertising space folded up inside.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FLYER
open format 400x234 mm; paper 80 gsm gloss;
colors 4/4 CMYK; other at packing.
COVER
closed format 55x181 mm; paper 250 gsm;
colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 1350
gross weight (kg) 13,5; quantity on palette (pcs) 27000

SLIDING PILL

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The sides of the tablet slide open when pulled to reveal an additional
leaet hidden inside. May be slid open and shut repeatedly.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PILL
closed format 250x85 mm; open format 365x85 mm;
paper 350 gsm; colors 4/4 CMYK leaet, 4/0 CMYK pill;
in addition gloss foil 1/1.

PACKING
box 310 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 350,
gross weight (kg) 15; quantity on palette (pcs) 18900

SLIDING MINI PILL

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The sides of the tablet slide open when pulled to reveal an additional
leaet hidden inside. May be slid open and shut repeatedly.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PILL
closed format 150x50 mm; open format 210x50 mm;
paper 350 gsm; colors 4/4 CMYK leaet, 4/0 CMYK pill;
in addition gloss foil 1/1.

PACKING
box 310 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 1380,
gross weight (kg) 17; quantity on palette (pcs) 74520

ROUND SELECTION DIAGRAM - 2 CIRCLES

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
2 rotating wheels with a viewing hole.
This enables information to be legibly arranged and classied.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
ROUND SELECTION DIAGRAM - 2 CIRCLES
format 2 wheel diameter 200 mm;
paper 350 gsm; colors 4/4 CMYK ;
in addition gloss foil 1/1; other metal clinch.

PACKING
box 230 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 150,
gross weight (kg) 12; quantity on palette (pcs) 10800

ROUND SELECTION DIAGRAM - 3 CIRCLES

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
3 rotating wheels with viewing holes enable the space on both sides
to be used. Twice as much information can be presented and it is legibly
arranged and classied.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
ROUND SELECTION DIAGRAM - 3 CIRCLES
format 3 wheel 1 x inner wheel diameter 120 mm,
2 outer wheel diameter 107 mm;
paper 350 gsm; colors 4/4 CMYK;
in addition gloss foil 1/1; other metal clinch.

PACKING
box 230 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 150
gross weight (kg) 12; quantity on palette (pcs) 10800

AUTO CD

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Flat CD packaging – the disc is positioned vertically when opened.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
AUTO CD
closed format 140x140 mm; open format 375x140 mm;
paper 300 gsm matt; colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 415
gross weight (kg) 15; quantity on palette (pcs) 8300

TELESCOPE 1

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A smaller leaet slides out from the bigger one after pulling
where indicated. May be slid in and out repeatedly.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
TELESCOPE
closed format 210x99 mm; open format 393x99 mm;
paper 350 gsm; colors 4/4 CMYK.

PACKING
box 310 x 320 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 600,
gross weight (kg) 12; quantity on palette (pcs) 24300

TELESCOPE 2

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Two smaller leaets slide out from the bigger one after pulling
where indicated. May be slid in and out repeatedly.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
TELESCOPE
closed format 210x99 mm; open format 576x99 mm;
paper 350 gsm; colors 4/4 CMYK.

PACKING
box 310 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 450
gross weight (kg) 12; quantity on palette (pcs) 24300

TELESCOPE WITH WINDOW

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A smaller leaet slides out from the bigger one after pulling where indicated.
In addition, a message seen in a window seamlessly changes into another.
May be slid in and out repeatedly.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
TELESCOPE
closed format 210x99 mm; open format 393x99 mm;
window size 90 x 40 mm;
paper 350 gsm; colors 4/4 CMYK.

PACKING
box 310 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 600,
gross weight (kg) 12; quantity on palette (pcs) 32400

GAME WITH TIDDLYWINKS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
This leaet folds out into a board game whose aim is to hit the target
with small discs. It combines the features of an information leaet
and a durable gadget.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
GAME
closed format 210x148 mm; open format 371x210x125 mm;
paper 300 gsm; colors 4/4 CMYK; in addition gloss foil 1/1.
POCKET FOR TIDDLYWINK
compound format 40x40x3 mm; paper 300 gsm;
colors 4/0 CMYK; in addition gloss foil 1/0;
other 1 big tiddlywink, 4 small, colors can be determined, at packing

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 200
gross weight (kg) 10; quantity on palette (pcs) 4000

HANDY GAME

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
This is a highly personalised gadget both in terms of its form
and printed message. The goal of this game is to place the ball
on a string in a hand-held container whose shape is individually designed.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
GAME
closed format 240x100 mm; open format 4x60x240 mm;
paper 300 gsm; colors 4/0 CMYK;
in addition gloss foil 1/0.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 200,
gross weight (kg) 10; quantity on palette (pcs) 4000

COMPANY GAME

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Game dedicated to employee or customers in order to introduce new products,
services or company standards. It consists of a game board, pieces, dice
and playing cards in cardboard box. Essential content, visual as well as number
of elements of the game depend on individual needs.

ROTATION BLIND 1 WINDOW

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Pivoting window on the rst page – after pulling where indicated spot,
it rotates to show the message printed on the other side.
The remaining three pages provide additional advertising space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
closed format 178x105 mm; open format 178x210 mm;
window format 93x62 mm;
paper 300 gsm matt; colors 4/4 CMYK.

PACKING
box 230 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 600,
gross weight (kg) 11; quantity on palette (pcs) 32400

ROTATION BLIND 3 WINDOWS 190x120 mm

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Three pivoting windows on the rst page – after pulling where indicated,
they rotate and the message seamlessly changes into the next one.
The remaining three pages provide additional advertising space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
closed format 190 x 120 mm; open format 190 x 240 mm
format of one window 44 x 67 mm;
paper 250 gsm matt; colors 4/4 CMYK.

PACKING
box 310 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 600
gross weight (kg) 12; quantity on palette (pcs) 32400

ROTATION BLIND 3 WINDOW 210x148 mm

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Three pivoting windows on the rst page – after pulling where indicated,
they rotate and the message seamlessly changes into the next one.
The remaining three provide additional advertising space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
closed format 210 x 148 mm; open format 210 x 296 mm;
format of one window 49 x 83 mm;
paper 250 gsm matt; colors 4/4 CMYK.

PACKING
box 310 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 400,
gross weight (kg) 12; quantity on palette (pcs) 21600

ROTATION BLIND 3 WINDOWS 236x170 mm

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Three pivoting windows on the rst page – after pulling where indicated,
they rotate and the message seamlessly changes into the next one.
The remaining three pages provide additional advertising space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
closed format 236x170 mm; open format 236x240 mm;
format of one window 52x80 mm;
paper 250 gsm matt; colors 4/4 CMYK.

PACKING
box 230 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 200
gross weight (kg) 11; quantity on palette (pcs) 14400

ROTATION BLIND 4 WINDOWS 235x113 mm

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Four pivoting windows on the rst page – after pulling where indicated,
they rotate and the message seamlessly changes into the next one.
The remaining three pages provide additional advertising space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
closed format 235x113 mm; open format 235x226 mm
format of one window 41 x 63 mm;
paper 250 gsm matt; colors 4/4 CMYK

PACKING
box 310 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 400,
gross weight (kg) 12; quantity on palette (pcs) 21600

ROTATION BLIND 4 WINDOWS 249x120 mm

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Four pivoting windows on the rst page – after pulling where indicated,
they rotate and the message seamlessly changes into the next one.
The remaining three pages provide additional advertising space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
closed format 249x120 mm; open format 249x240 mm;
format of one window 44x66 mm;
paper 250 gsm matt; colors 4/4 CMYK.

PACKING
box 310 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 400,
gross weight (kg) 12; quantity on palette (pcs) 21600

AUTO – BLIND

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The third page is an advertising blind. The rst two pages and the last one
form the cover. The slats automatically shift and the message seamlessly changes
into the next when the cover is opened.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
closed format 211x150 mm; open format 422x150 mm;
window format 150x110 mm;
paper 350 gsm matt; colors 4/4 CMYK.

PACKING
box 230 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 200
gross weight (kg) 11,5; quantity on palette (pcs) 14400

BLIND A5

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The third page is an advertising blind. After pulling where indicated,
the slats move and the message seamlessly changes into the next one.
The rst two pages and the last one form the cover and provide
additional advertising space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
closed format 211x150 mm; open format 422x150 mm;
window format 150x110 mm;
paper 350 gsm matt. colors 4/4 CMYK

PACKING
box 230 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 200,
gross weight (kg) 11,5; quantity on palette (pcs) 14400

* in case of laminating will be use 300 gsm matt paper

BLIND A5 FOLDER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The third page is an advertising blind. After pulling where indicated,
the slats move and the message seamlessly changes into the next one.
The rst two pages and the last one form the cover and provide
additional advertising space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
closed format 150x210 mm; open format 300x210 mm;
window format 110x150 mm;
paper 350 gsm matt. colors 4/4 CMYK

PACKING
box 230 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 200,
gross weight (kg) 11,5; quantity on palette (pcs) 14400

* in case of laminating will be use 300 gsm matt paper

BLIND A4


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
After pulling where indicated, the slats move and the message
seamlessly changes into the next one. Can be turned into a hanger
by attaching a string or a suction cup.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
format 297x210 mm; window size 150x110 mm;
paper 350 gsm matt; colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 310 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 200,
gross weight (kg) 9,5; quantity on palette (pcs) 10800

BLIND A4 FOLDER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The rst page is an advertising blind. After pulling where indicated,
the slats move and the message seamlessly changes into the next one.
The remaining three pages are additional advertising space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
closed format 210x297 mm; open format 420x297 mm;
window format 110x180 mm;
paper 350 gsm matt; colors 4/4 CMYK.

PACKING
box 310 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 150
gross weight (kg) 10; quantity on palette (pcs) 8100

BLIND SQUARE 220x220 mm


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
After pulling where indicated, the slats move and the message seamlessly
changes into the next one. Can be turned into a hanger by attaching a string
or a suction cup.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
format 220x220 mm; window format 150x110 mm;
paper 350 gsm matt; colors4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 310 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 200
gross weight (kg) 9,5; quantity on palette (pcs) 10800

LARGE BLIND 290x299 mm


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
After pulling where indicated, the slats move and the message seamlessly
changes into the next one. Can be turned into a hanger by attaching a string
or a suction cup.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
format 290x299 mm; window format 150x110 mm
paper 350 gsm matt; colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 100,
gross weight (kg) 7; quantity on palette (pcs) 2000

DIAGONAL BLIND 217x150 mm


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
After pulling where indicated, the slats move and the message seamlessly changes
into the next one. Distinctive diagonally cut slats. Can be turned into a hanger by attaching
a string or a suction cup.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
format 217x150 mm; window format 116x88 mm;
paper 300 gsm matt; colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 230 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 200,
gross weight (kg) 11; quantity on palette (pcs) 14400

DIAGONAL BLIND 245x170 mm


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
After pulling where indicated, the slats move and the message seamlessly changes
into the next one. Distinctive diagonally cut slats. Can be turned into a hanger by attaching
a string or a suction cup.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
format 245x170 mm; window format 140x100 mm;
paper 300 gsm matt; colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 230 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 200
gross weight (kg) 12; quantity on palette (pcs) 14400

DIAGONAL BLIND DL WITH BACK COVER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The rst page is an advertising blind with diagonally cut slats.
After pulling where indicated, the slats move and the message seamlessly changes
into the next one. The remaining three pages provide additional advertising space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
closed format 210x99 mm; open format 210x198 mm;
window format 115x55 mm;
paper 300 gsm matt; colors4/4 CMYK.

PACKING
box 230 x 310 x 230 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 200
gross weight (kg) 13; quantity on palette (pcs) 14400

DIAGONAL BLIND BOOKMARK

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
After pulling where indicated, the slats move and the message seamlessly changes
into the next one. Distinctive diagonally cut slats.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BLIND
format 200x70 mm; window format 145x38 mm
paper 300 gsm matt; colors 4/0 CMYK.

PACKING
box 430 x 230 x 430 mm; quantity in box (pcs) 1000
gross weight (kg) 20; quantity on palette (pcs) 20000

